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Abstract. Generalized differential equations of relative particle motion over the internal
surface of an inclined cylinder, which performs an oscillating motion, have been
formulated. All the points of a cylinder trace ellipses in vertical planes. Such cases of
cylinder oscillation, when either semi-axes or one of them is equal to zero, that is to say, a
cylinder performs reciprocating motion, have been considered. The equations have been
solved applying numerical methods and trajectories of relative particle motion over the
surface of a cylinder have been built. Graphs of other kinematic characteristics as a timevarying function have been presented. Certain cases, when a cylinder axis is located
horizontally or at an angle to a horizontal plane, have been considered.
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1. Introduction
An inclined plane is a universal structural element of numerous agricultural machines [1]. In course of
processing technological material moves over it. The most investigated is particle motion over a horizontal
plane, which performs oscillating rectilinear or circulatory motion. In case of an inclined plane,
investigations are usually conducted at its rectilinear reciprocating oscillations in horizontal direction, in the
direction of plane inclination or in transverse direction [1]. If there are curvilinear plane oscillations, when
all its points trace ellipses and the plane itself has an inclination, the movement of technological material
changes significantly. If a cylinder is taken instead of a plane and it performs the same oscillations, the
solutions to the problem for investigating relative particle motion over its surface change significantly.
Except for the fundamental monograph [1], which considers rectilinear reciprocating oscillations, there
are papers devoted to curvilinear plane oscillations. Generally, the problem of material particle motion over
the plane, which performs circular oscillating motion, has been solved by M. Ye. Zhukovskyi in geometrical
interpretation [2] and has been generalized and applied to the cases of elliptical vibrations by I.I. Blekhman
[3, 4, 10]. P.M. Vasylenko has set up differential equations of particle motion in projections onto a moving
system of axes, which is rigidly connected with an oscillating plane [1] and I.I. Blekhman - in projections
onto the axes of a fixed coordinate system. P.M. Zaika has considered particle motion over operating
surfaces of vibrating grain-cleaning machines [5, 9]. Material particle motion over a rough surface of a
cylinder, all the points of which trace circles in horizontal planes, has been investigated in paper [6]. Relative
particle motion over the surface of a helicoid, which rotates about its vertical axis, has been considered in
paper [7].

2. Material and Method
Let us locate the lower half of a cylinder in such a way that its axis is inclined to a horizontal plane at an
angle β (Fig. 1). First of all, let us write the equation of a cylinder with a horizontal axis [8]:
X  u;

Y  R cos ;

Z  R sin  ,

(1)

where R – radius of a cylinder; α, u – independent variables of a surface, α – angle of rotation of a cylinder
point about its axis; u –length of rectilinear generator of a cylinder.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Graphic illustrations of an inclined cylinder location and the direction of its oscillations:
(а) Location of a cylinder in OXYZ coordinates;
(b) Location of a vertical plane μ in OXYZ coordinates;
(c) Location of an ellipse in a plane μ with OZW axes.
Let us turn the cylinder (1) through an angle β about OY axis. A parametric equation of the turned
cylinder can be written as:
X  u cos   R sin  sin  ;

Y  R cos ;

Z  u sin   R cos  sin  .

(2)

A cylinder performs translational oscillations in such a way that all its points generally trace ellipses in
vertical parallel planes. Figure 1(a) shows a general case, when a cylinder is rigidly attached to OXYZ
coordinate system, all the points of which, together with a cylinder, move in ellipses that are placed in
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vertical planes, which are parallel to plane μ. Plane μ with OZW axes (Figs. 1(а)-(b)), where there are ellipses,
makes an angle φ with OXZ coordinate plane. This angle can be equal to the value ranging from 00 to 900.
If φ=00, there are longitudinal oscillations, if φ=900, there are transverse oscillations. If there is the case
presented in Fig. 1(a), this angle is equal to 900. In a plane μ let us plot an ellipse with a major semi-axis а
and a minor semi-axis b – a trajectory of translational oscillations of all the points of a cylinder (Fig. 1(c)).
The direction of the major axis of an ellipse is set up by the angle ψ of its inclination to a horizontal plane.
If b=0, a cylinder performs reciprocating oscillations along the preset direction of the major axis, if a=b, the
trajectory of oscillatory motion is in the form of circles (here, the value of angle ψ does not make any
difference). We consider absolute particle motion in projections onto the axes of OXYZ coordinate system.
Absolute trajectory of a particle can be written as a sum of translational motion of a cylinder, all the points
of which in a general case trace ellipses, and relative motion of a particle over the surface of a cylinder:
x  xп  xv ;

y  yп  yv ;

z  zп  zv ,

(3)

where хп= хп(t); yп= yп(t); zп= zп(t) – trajectory of relative motion of a cylinder as a time function t;
хv= хv(t); yv= yv(t); zv= zv(t) – trajectory of relative motion of a particle over the surface of a cylinder as a time
function t.
Every point of a cylinder traces an ellipse with semi-axis а and b. A radius vector of an ellipse point in
the plane μ of its location has the following coordinates: a cos t ; b sin t  , where ω – frequency of
oscillations (if a=b  angular velocity of rotation of cylinder points around circles), t – time, independent
variable. The axes of such an ellipse are parallel to the axes OX and OW. Applying the known rotation
formula, let us rotate it through an angle ψ. Afterwards, a radius vector of an ellipse point can be written as:

 a cos cost  b sin sin t;

a sin cost  b cos sin t 

(4)

Taking into consideration the angle φ between the planes OZX and OZW, a parametric equation of an
ellipse in projections onto the axes of OXYZ coordinate system can be written as:
x п  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  cos ;

x п  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  cos ;

z п  a sin  cos t  b cos sin t.

z п  a sin  cos t  b cos sin t.

y п  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  sin  ;

y п  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  sin  ;

(5)

A particle slides over a cylinder along a certain trajectory. We obtain the equation of a trajectory, if we
correlate independent variables α and u of the surface (2). This correlation can be written by means of time t,
that is to say, the coordinates of a particle on the surface of a cylinder are time functions: α=α(t) and u=u(t).
In this case, relative particle motion (trajectory on a cylinder) can be described by the following equations:
xv  u cos   R sin  sin  ;
yv  R cos  ;
zv  u sin   R cos  sin  .

(6)

By summing translational (5) and relative (6) motions applying formula (3), we obtain an equation of
absolute trajectory of a particle:
x  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  cos  u cos   R sin  sin  ;
y  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t  sin   R cos ;
z  a sin  cos t  b cos sin t  u sin   R cos  sin  .

(7)

By setting up the values of semi-axis а and b, we can obtain different trajectories of relative motion of a
cylinder (ellipses, circles, rectilinear segments), which can be oriented in vertical planes in all possible
positions by means of respective values of angles φ and ψ.
The dependences α=α(t) and u=u(t), which describe trajectory of relative motion (sliding of a particle
over the surface of a cylinder), are the unknown functions that must be found. After differentiating Eq. (6)
according to time t, we find projections of absolute velocity of a particle:
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x     a cos sin t  b sin  cos t  cos  u  cos   R  sin  sin  ;
y     a cos sin t  b sin  cost  sin   R  cos ;
z    a sin  sin t  b cos cos t   u  sin   R  cos  cos .

(8)

Differentiation of expressions (8) provides projections of absolute acceleration:
x   2  a cos cos t  b sin sin t  cos   u  cos   R sin    cos    2 sin   ;
y    2  a cos cos t  b sin sin t  sin   R   sin    2 cos   ;

z   

2

 a sin cos t  b cos sin t   u  sin   R cos    cos    

2

sin   .

(9)

Let us set up motion equation in the form of mw  F , where m – mass of a particle, w – vector of
absolute acceleration, F – resultant vector of the forces exerted upon a particle. Such forces are weight
force mg (g=9,81 m/s2), reaction N of the surface of a cylinder and friction force fN when particle is sliding
over the surface of a cylinder (f – friction coefficient). All the forces must be projected onto the axes of
OXYZ coordinate system.
Weight force is down-directed, thus, its projections can be written as:

0; 0;  mg.

(10)

Reaction N of the surface of a cylinder is directed normally to it and is determined by the vector
product of two vectors, which are tangent to the coordinate lines of a cylinder. The projections of these
vectors are partial derivatives of Eq. (2):
X
 R sin  cos  ;

X
 0;
u

Y
Z
  R sin  ;
  R cos  cos  ;


Y
Z
 cos  sin  ;
 sin  .
u
u

(11)

After vector multiplication of vectors (11) and after reducing of the obtained vector to a unit one,
projections of a normal vector to the surface can be written as:

 sin  sin  ;

cos  sin  .

 cos ;

(12)

Since friction force is directed at a tangent to the trajectory of relative motion of a particle to the
opposite side, let us find projections of a tangent vector. They are determined by the first derivatives of Eq.
(6):
xv  u cos   R  sin  cos  ;

yv   R  sin  ; zv  u sin   R  cos  cos  .

(13)

Geometric sum of the components (13) yields the velocity of particle sliding over the surface of a
cylinder in relative motion:
Vv  xv2  yv2  zv2  u 2  R 2 2

(14)

We obtain a unit tangent vector in projections onto the axes of OXYZ coordinate system from dividing
projections (13) by the value of vector (14):

 u cos   R  sin  cos
;


u2  R 2 2
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R  sin 
u2  R 2 2

;

u sin   R  cos  cos 

.
2
2
2

u  R  


(15)
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Let us break down vector equation mw  F in projections onto coordinate axes, taking into
consideration that friction force fN is directed along a unit vector (15) to the side opposite to it:
mx   N sin  sin   fN

u  cos   R  sin  cos 

;
u 2  R 2 2
R  sin 
my    N cos   fN
;
u 2  R 2 2
u  sin   R  cos  cos 
mz   mg  N cos  sin   fN
.
u 2  R 2 2

(16)

Let us substitute other derivatives (projections of absolute acceleration) from (9) into Eq. (16) and we
get the system of three equations:
m   2  a cos cos t  b sin sin t  cos   u  cos   R sin    cos    2 sin    
u  cos   R  sin  cos 
  N sin  sin   fN
;
u 2  R 2 2
m   2  a cos cos t  b sin sin t  sin   R   sin    2 cos      N cos   fN
m  2  a sin cos t  b cos sin t   u  sin   R cos    cos    2 sin    
u  sin   R  cos  cos 
 mg  N cos  sin   fN
.
u 2  R 2 2

R  sin 
u 2  R 2 2

;

(17)

System (17) includes three unknown functions: N=N(t), u=u(t) and α=α(t). Having solved it for N, u 
and   , we obtain the following expressions:
 sin 

  cos 
 sin  
R  K 2 
f
 R
2
2 2 

u  2  R 2  2
u

R



 cos 

  sin 
 L 2 sin  cos   M cos  ;

f
 R

2
2
2
u  R   

u P
u    g sin   Ab 2 sin t  Ba 2 cos t  f
;
u  2  R 2  2
N  mP.

    f

 3





(18)

System (18) is quite lengthy in spite of the fact that we have substituted some of the expressions for
invariables and variables with symbols. Such invariables are the following ones:
A  cos  sin cos  sin  cos ;

The following symbols replace the variables:
K  sin  cos sin   sin  cos ;

L  a cos cos t  b sin  sin t ;

M  g   a sin  cos t  b cos sin t  ;
2

B  cos  cos cos  sin  sin .

P  R  2  KL 2  M cos  sin  .

Solution of Eq. (17) for N, uꞌꞌ and αꞌꞌ, as well as numerical integration of the system of differential Eq.
(18) for finding initial functions, is possible due to modern software. Let us consider certain cases.
A fixed cylinder (ω=0). In this case the value of angles φ and ψ does not make a difference. Let us
consider the case, when the generators of a cylinder are inclined at a friction angle to a horizontal plane,
that is to say, β=arctg f. The system of differential Eq. (18) and the expression for surface reaction N take a
simplified form:
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g

cos  cos  
R  2 tg  g sin  sin  ;
2
2
2
R
u  R  
u
u    g sin  
R  2 tg  g sin  sin  ;
u  2  R 2  2
N  m R  2  g cos  sin  .



  









(19)



For a separate case, when an initial value of angle α equals to 900, that is to say, a particle is located on a
lower generator of a cylinder and αꞌ=0, that is to say, there is no initial angular velocity of a particle in the
direction opposite to the generators of a cylinder, the first equation of the system is changed into an
identical equation, that is to say, the left and the right members are equal to zero. In the second equation
the right member also changes into zero on condition that there is a negative sign before the root. Thus,
uꞌ=const, that is to say, the speed of particle movement along a lower generator is stable, which is to be
expected. Surface reaction is stable as well: N=mgcosβ. The same result is obtained from numerical
integration of Eq. (19) under the initial conditions α=π/2 and αꞌ=0.

3. Result
The case, when α=0, αꞌ=0 and uꞌ=0, that is to say, initial velocity of a particle equals to zero and it begins its
motion from the side generator at the level of a cylinder axis, has been considered. In such a case its motion
is oscillatory, which is stabilized afterwards and the trajectory approaches to a lower generator (Fig. 2(a)).
There are graphic illustrations for friction coefficient f=0.3, that is to say, β=16,70, R=0.2 m, time of
movement t=2.5 s.
In both cases velocity V becomes stabilized afterwards and the trajectory of motion approaches a lower
generator of a cylinder, here, after stabilization of motion, velocity is greater in the second case. Surface
reaction becomes stable afterwards as well (the graph represents its change for a particle mass m=0.01 kg).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Graphiс illustrations of particle motion over a fixed cylinder, which is inclined at a friction angle
(β=arctg f):
(а) Trajectory of a particle, which begins its motion from the state of rest;
(b) Trajectory of a particle with initial angular velocity αꞌ=15 s1;
(c) Curves of surface reaction N and velocity V of particle motion.
A cylinder performs rectilinear reciprocating oscillations in a horizontal plane (b=0, ψ=0). At such
oscillation the height of cylinder points does not change. First of all, let us consider relative particle motion
over a horizontal cylinder (β=0), which performs oscillations in transverse direction (φ=900). Obviously, the
trajectory of particle sliding is a circular arc of the cross-section of a cylinder, where it oscillates changing
the direction of its motion. Such oscillation is possible on condition that at the beginning of its motion
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relative velocity is equal to zero. We set up initial velocity uꞌ=2 m/s along the axis of a cylinder. Applying
numerical integration of system (18) at R=0.2 m, а=0.1 m, α=π/2, αꞌ=0, f=0.3 and various values of ω, we
obtain relative trajectory of motion, which is represented in Fig. 3(a). A double-headed arrow line shows the
direction of reciprocating oscillations. A particle begins its sliding from a lower generator of a cylinder and
in a certain time period its motion is stabilized, afterwards it begins to slide around a circle. With an
increase in the frequency of oscillations, a particle covers a greater distance along a cylinder axis within the
same time period (t=2.5 s). This is also represented in Fig. 3(c), which shows a distance u curve along the
axis of a cylinder. Figure 3(b) represents the trajectory of relative particle motion under previous initial
conditions, except for the angle φ, which is equal to 450 in this case.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. Graphiс illustrations of particle motion over a horizontal cylider, which performs rectilinear
recipricating oscillations in a horizontal plane at initial velocity uꞌ=2 m/s along its axis:
(а) Trajectory of a particle at φ=900;
(b) Trajectory of a particle at φ=450;
(c) Curves of the distance u that a particle covers along a cylinder axis.
Let us consider relative particle motion at transverse rectilinear oscillations of a cylinder at the preset
angle β of its inclination to a horizontal plane. As it is known, a particle cannot begin its motion over a fixed
plane from the state of rest, if its inclination angle is less than a friction angle. The same is related to a
cylinder, if a particle is located on its lower generator (that is to say, at α=π/2). However, the situation
changes at oscillatory motion of a cylinder. Even at insignificant inclination angles of an oscillating cylinder,
a particle begins to slide over its surface. Figure 4 shows relative trajectories of particle sliding, plotted at
β=20, R=0.2 m, а=0.1 m, α=π/2, αꞌ=0, uꞌ=0, f=0.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Relative trajectories of particle sliding over an inclined cylinder (β=20):
(а) ω=10 s1, φ=900, t=10 s;
(b) ω=20 s1, φ=900, t=3 s;
1
0
(c) ω=10 s , φ=45 , t=10 s;
(d) ω=10 s1, φ=150, t=10 s.
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When comparing Figs. 4(а) and 4(b), it can be concluded that an increase in the frequency of
oscillations results in an increase of the velocity of particle movement downwards over a cylinder. If a
cylinder is oscillated not in transverse direction, but at a certain angle to it, the trajectory changes (Fig. 4 (c)(d)). Obviously, at φ=0 there are particle oscillations along a straight line – a lower generator of a cylinder.
Let us find out how a particle slides over a cylinder, which is inclined at a friction angle to a horizontal
plane. If there are no oscillations after its motion is stabilized, a particle moves along a lower generator at
stable speed. If a cylinder performs reciprocating rectilinear oscillations in transverse direction, the
trajectory of particle motion is a space curve, which is similar to a sine curve with period that increases with
time (Fig. 5(а)). A velocity curve (Fig. 5(b)) shows that it has a periodic nature, but, in general, it increases.
Our investigations show that this increase along a cylinder axis has a linear character. A reaction N curve
shows that surface pressure of a particle at the highest points of the trajectory is close to zero.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Graphiс illustrations of particle motion over a cylinder, which is inclined at a friction angle
(β=arctg f), that performs reciprocating oscillations:
(а) Trajectory of a particle, which begins its motion from the state of rest;
(b) Curves of surface velocity V of relative particle motion;
(c) Curves of surface reaction N of relative particle motion.
A cylinder performs reciprocating oscillation at an angle ψ to a horizontal plane (b=0, ψ≠0). Relative
particle motion at transverse oscillations of a cylinder in a horizontal plane (φ=900) is shown in Fig. 4(a). If
angle φ decreases, the distance, which is covered by a particle downwards along the axis, increases (Fig.
4(c)-(d)). Obviously, the covered distance is maximum at φ=0. Let us determine the influence of angle ψ on
the distance covered. For this purpose we take all the parameters of an oscillatory motion, for which the
trajectory in Fig. 4(a) is plotted, and, in addition, we add certain values of angle ψ. If there is such oscillation,
the height of cylinder points changes. Top view of Fig. 6(а) shows relative trajectories of particle motion at
different values of angle ψ. At ψ=900 (that is to say, at vertical oscillations) a particle stops its motion at all.
Figure 6(b) represents trajectories of particle sliding at angle φ=450 and various values of angle ψ during
time t=7 s. Unlike angle φ, angle ψ influences particle movement in a different way. At its increase from
zero, the speed of particle movement increases as well and it reaches the highest value at about ψ=350, and,
afterwards, it begins to decrease. This is clear when considering the distance covered by a particle along the
generators of a cylinder (Fig. 6(b)) at different values of angle ψ.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Relative trajectories of particle sliding over an inclined cylinder (β=20) at various combinations of
angles φ and ψ: (а) φ=900, t=10 s; (b) φ=450, t=7 s.
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A general case of cylinder oscillation (all its points trace a curvilinear trajectory – a circle or an ellipse – in vertical
parallel planes). If a=b, a circle is the trajectory of oscillations of cylinder points. Let us consider this case, as
it is simple for technical implementation. Let us take an inclined cylinder with an inclination angle β=20,
which is the same as in previous cases. Here, the value of angle ψ does not make any difference. Fist of all,
let us consider oscillations in the transverse direction relative to the cylinder (at φ=900). Figure 7(а)
represents the trajectories of particle sliding at various values of angle φ at β=20, R=0.2 m, ω=10 s1,
а=b=0.1 m, α=π/2, αꞌ=0, uꞌ=0, f=0.3, t=10 s. After its motion is stabilized, a particle begins to trace a helical
line on the surface moving downwards (that is to say, its motion over half of a cylinder is not possible).
However, at φ=450 there is an unexpected effect: a particle begins to move upwards without getting outside
a half cylinder. This effect is greater at φ=150.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Graphic illustrations of particle motion over a cylinder that is inclined at an angle β=20, the points
of which trace circles:
(а) trajectories of a particle for various values of angle φ;
(b) curves of distance u and surface reaction N for φ=150.
In order to explain this effect, Fig. 7(b) presents a distance u curve (at the top) and a surface reaction N
curve depending on various friction coefficients. Vertical lines display the curves part, when the distance u
decreases, that is to say, when a particle moves down. This happens when surface reaction is of the highest
value, thus, friction force is of the highest value as well. Upward movement under inertia force happens,
when friction force values are lower, that is to say, inertia force dominates over friction force and weight
force component. Surface reaction insignificantly depends on friction coefficient and friction force directly
depends on it. This explains the fact that, if friction coefficient decreases, a particle moves upwards more
slowly. If f=0, it does not move upwards, it moves downwards. It can be concluded that, when moving
upwards along a cylinder, a particle performs oscillatory motion, which is represented by the trajectory (Fig.
7(a)). Obviously, at φ=0 this effect further increases, but is it not possible to see particle oscillations from
its trajectory form, since it coincides with a lower rectilinear generator of a cylinder.
It can be assumed that if there is a certain relation of semi-axes a and b, that is to say, when the points
of a cylinder move around an ellipse, and there is a certain value of angle ψ, this effect can be increased.
However, our investigations show that in order to move particles upwards, the best trajectory of relative
motion of a cylinder is a circle. Here, the direction of angular velocity ω makes a difference. If ω takes a
negative sign, which means a change in the direction of rotation of cylinder points around circles, at all the
same previous parameters, particles move not upwards over a cylinder, but downwards, and, here, the
velocity of their motion in greater than the one for upwards movement. Fig. 8, а represents trajectories of
particle motion downwards over a cylinder at various values of angle φ (top view). The parameters are the
same as in the previous case, except for angular velocity ω=10 s-1 and time of movement t=3 s. Figure 8(а)
shows that the trajectory is displaced from the axis of symmetry of a cylinder (it is easy to see from the
example of a trajectory for φ=150). Figure 8(b) represents the curve of relative velocity of a particle. At a
certain time moment (when a particle is at its lowest position on a cylinder) its velocity is close to zero.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Graphic illustrations of particle motion over a cylinder, the points of which move around a circle
with angular velocity ω=10 s-1 and which is inclined at an angle β=20:
(а) Trajectories of a particle for various values of angle φ;
(b) Curve of relative velocity of a particle for φ=150.

4. Conclusions
The formulated differential equations provide means for solving the problems for determining kinematic
parameters of particle motion over a cylinder, which performs translational oscillations in a vertical plane. A
cylinder may be placed either vertically or at a preset angle to a horizontal plane. Trajectories for various
cases of reciprocating oscillations of a cylinder in rectilinear direction have been traced. For reciprocating
oscillations of an inclined cylinder, the points of which trace circles, there can be a case, when particles
move upwards over a cylinder. The speed of upward movement depends on a friction coefficient. This
condition can be used for practical purposes, when separating technological material by its friction
performance. It is possible to choose such an angle of cylinder inclination, at which particles with a greater
friction coefficient will move upwards and the ones with a lower friction coefficient will move downwards.
When the direction of cylinder points rotation in circles changes, all the particles will move downwards,
here, the speed of downward movement will be greater that the speed of upward movement.
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